The role of explicit memory processes in cross-modal priming: an investigation of stem completion priming in amnesia.
To clarify the role of explicit memory processes in cross-modal priming, two experiments examined the status of cross-modal stem completion priming in amnesia. Experiment 1 used a standard behavioral paradigm in which stems corresponding to studied and unstudied words were intermixed. Amnesic patients showed intact within- and cross-modal priming, but, in contrast to controls, they recognized very few of their completions as having been on the study list. This finding suggests that memorial awareness is not necessary for cross-modal priming to occur. Experiment 2 used a paradigm modeled after functional imaging studies, in which stems corresponding to studied and unstudied words were blocked. Amnesic patients showed intact within-modal priming, but impaired cross-modal priming. This finding is consistent with the notion that a blocked format induces voluntary retrieval strategies in normal participants.